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a b  s  t  r  a c t

Multi-photon  ionisation  (MPI)  and electron  impact  ionisation  (EII)  mass  spectrometry  experiments  have

been carried  out to  probe  unimolecular  and  intermolecular  reactivities  in  hydrated  adenine  clusters.  The

effects of  clustering  with  water  on fragment ion production  from  adenine  have  been  studied  for the  first

time. While  the  observation of  NH4
+ fragments  indicated  the  dissociation  of  protonated  adenine, the

dominant hydration  effects  were  enhanced C4H4N4
+ production  and the  suppression  of  dissociative  ion-

isation pathways with high activation  energies.  These  observations  can  be attributed to energy removal

from the  excited  adenine  radical  cation  via cluster  dissociation.  Comparisons  of  MPI and  EII  measure-

ments provided the  first  experimental  evidence  supporting  hypoxanthine  formation  in  adenine–water

clusters via theoretically  predicted  barrierless  deamination reactions  in closed shell  complexes.

© 2014 Elsevier  B.V.  All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Radiation induced processes in DNA bases have been inves-

tigated intensively in recent years in order to better understand

the fundamental process that can initiate DNA lesions [1]. Further

interest relates to the mechanisms underpinning the remarkable

photo-stability of DNA bases and their possible evolutionary impli-

cations. While studies of isolated molecules generally provide

the  clearest data interpretations, equivalent experiments on

hydrogen-bonded complexes enable closer analogies to be drawn

with biological environments where different isomeric forms,

intermolecular energy transfer processes, and reactivity can be sig-

nificant. The relaxation pathways of both isolated and hydrated

adenine (C5H5N5) following excitation to the lowest lying bright

��*  state have been mapped out in considerable detail using

ultrafast pump-probe experiments [2–4] and quantum chemical

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +44 (0)1908858255.

E-mail address: s.p.eden@open.ac.uk (S. Eden).

calculations [5–7].  Sub-ps-timescale internal conversion to the

vibrationally hot electronic ground state via intermediary n�* and

��*  states is  found to dominate, although evidence for much

weaker intersystem crossing pathways to long-lived triplet states

has also been reported [8]. Previous studies of reactivity in hydrated

adenine have focused on tautomeric transitions [9,10] and pro-

ton transfer in adenine dimer ions [11]. However, no experiments

have  directly explored the effects of hydration on the dissocia-

tive  ionisation pathways of  adenine. The present work applies UV

multi-photon ionisation (MPI) mass spectrometry to analyse frag-

ment ion production from adenine–water clusters. Furthermore,

we have carried out the most detailed analysis to date of MPI  and

electron impact ionisation (EII) production of  hydrated adenine

monomer ions and hydrated reaction products (notably hydrated

protonated adenine) from larger dissociated clusters. The key inter-

est in directly comparing MPI  and EII of mixed clusters stems from

the  selective nature of MPI, notably with water molecule photo-

excitation being inaccessible in the present laser conditions.

One possible reaction product of adenine and water that would

not be readily identifiable in the mass spectra of hydrated adenine

1387-3806/$ – see front matter ©  2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of MPI (220 nm,  average fluence 4 × 107 W cm−2)  and EII (200  eV) of adenine and hypoxanthine (Ar 0.5 bar). The most abundant gas-phase tautomers

(amine-N9H adenine [19] and keto-N1H/N9H hypoxanthine [20])  are shown on the right.

is hypoxanthine (C5H4N4O)  with mass 136 a.u., equal to proton-

ated adenine or an adenine isotopomer containing one 13C. The

most abundant gas-phase tautomers of adenine (amine-N9H [19])

and  hypoxanthine (keto-N1H/N9H [20]) are shown schematically

in Fig. 1. A negative activation barrier for hypoxanthine produc-

tion  in the closing system of four water molecules around adenine

has been predicted theoretically [12,13]. While the aim of the

present MPI  and EII experiments on hypoxanthine is  to eluci-

date adenine–water reactivity, the molecule is  also interesting as

a  universal nucleobase that binds without discrimination to nat-

ural bases. Its potential applications in polymerase chain reaction

(PCR) hybridisation probes and gene therapies have been discussed

by  Rutledge et al. [14].  In contrast with adenine, very few exper-

imental studies of the photophysical properties of hypoxanthine

have been reported in the literature. Electronic spectra and  excited

state geometries have been investigated theoretically [15], both in

isolated and hydrated conditions. As with DNA bases, ��*  transi-

tions dominate hypoxanthine absorption in the wavelength range

(220–225 nm,  5.64–5.51 eV) of the present MPI  experiments. Fur-

ther  studies have been focused on hydrogen bonding and stacking

interactions with DNA bases [14] and gas phase acidity and proton

affinity [16].

2. Experimental

The experimental system has been described in a  recent

publication [17]. Briefly, argon seeded with sublimated adenine

or hypoxanthine (Sigma–Aldrich, minimum purity 99%) with

or  without water vapour flowed continuously through a pin-

hole (70 �m diameter in Fig. 1,  50  �m  in Figs. 2  and 3) into a

pumped chamber to form a  supersonic jet. The argon pressure

was varied between 0.5 and 1.8 bar in order to modify the level of

clustering in the neutral beam. The highly stable adenine–water

clustering conditions required to directly compare MPI  and EII

mass spectra were achieved by controlling the water and nozzle

temperature to within ±1 ◦C  using continuous resistive heaters

and keeping all parts of the gas line at higher temperatures than

the water reservoir. The adenine temperatures (237–276 ◦C) were

comparable with or lower than those applied in previous super-

sonic beam experiments that reported no evidence for thermally

driven decomposition, isomerisation, or  reactivity of adenine [18].

The jet passed through a  skimmer into a  second pumped chamber

and crossed an  Nd:YAG pumped dye laser beam (Continuum

Powerlight II 8000 –  Sirah Cobra-Stretch, repetition rate 10 Hz, pulse

width 7 ns, pulse energy 100–2000 �J, wavelength 220–277 nm)

for  MPI  measurements or  a  200 eV electron beam generated by a

commercial gun (Kimball ELG-2) for EII experiments. The resulting

ions  were detected using a  reflectron time-of-flight (TOF) mass

spectrometer (KORE Technology). The pre-amplified ion signals

were timed using a  250 ps resolution Fast Comtec P7887 time-to-

digital conversion (TDC) card. The highest mass resolution we  have

attained to date was m/�m  =  2000 using a focused laser beam.

The data acquisition system was based on a  LabView application

interfacing with the TDC card and  a laser pulse energy meter

(Spectrum Detector SPJ-D-8).  A convex lens on a slider was used

to control the laser spot diameter at  the interaction with the

molecular beam and the average laser pulse energy was adjusted
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Fig. 2.  MPI  mass spectra (225 nm, average fluence 4 × 105 W cm−2,  powder 237 ◦C,

Ar 0.8 bar) of dry adenine and hydrated adenine (water 100 ◦C).
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Fig. 3. Comparison of MPI (upper plot, 220 nm,  average fluence 3 × 106 W cm−2)  and

EII (lower plot, 200 eV) mass spectra of hydrated adenine (powder 276 ◦C, water

70 ◦C, Ar 1.8 bar).

using the delay between the pulses triggering the xenon flash

lamps and the Q-switch of the Nd:YAG laser.

3.  Results and discussion

3.1. MPI  and EII of gas phase adenine and hypoxanthine

Fig. 1 shows MPI  and EII production of adenine and hypoxan-

thine radical cations. The  same laser and electron beam conditions

were applied for both molecules and the same argon pressure

(0.5 bar) was used in all four measurements. Due to its lower vapour

pressure, it was necessary to use a  higher powder temperature

(295 ◦C) for hypoxanthine than for adenine (240 ◦C) to obtain clear

signals above background. The mass spectra do not contain peaks

for  adenine or hypoxanthine clusters ions. While this does not dis-

count the possible presence of clusters in the neutral beams [21],

comparisons with previous experiments on adenine suggest that

the  supersonic expansion conditions were not  suitable for signif-

icant cluster formation [22].  The ratio of 4  ±  3% for 136/135 Th

counts in the adenine MPI  data is broadly consistent with the ratio

of 7.4% expected due to isotopomers [23].  By contrast, Kim et al.’s

[24] MPI  experiments (ns-timescale pulses at  266 nm) showed a

major increase in the 136/135 Th ratio due to intermolecular proton

transfer in adenine clusters (discussed further in Section 3.2).

Whereas adenine MPI  has been observed in the present laser

fluence regime in a number of previous studies (222–266 nm)

[21,25–28], the present measurements demonstrate hypoxanthine

MPI  using ns-timescale laser pulses for the first time. De Vries

[29] stated that hypoxanthine can be ionised effectively with 100 fs

pulses (wavelength not  given) but not  with 10 ns pulses. Tembreull

and Lubman [25] were unable to ionise hypoxanthine at 222 nm,

∼106 W cm−2. Therefore, it is not surprising that the present hypo-

xanthine MPI  signal (220 nm,  average fluence 4 × 107 W cm−2) is

relatively weak. Assuming similar EII cross-sections for the two

molecules at 200 eV (a reasonable expectation according to the

binary-encounter-Bethe model [30]),  Fig. 1  indicates that adenine

MPI  is more than six times stronger than hypoxanthine MPI  in the

present laser conditions. This effect is  most likely due to particu-

larly  short lifetimes of the electronic excited states of hypoxanthine

accessed in the present MPI  experiments. Time-resolved experi-

ments are necessary to verify this interpretation and elucidate the

relevant excited state dynamics.

3.2. Hydration effects on fragment ion production from adenine

Fig. 2 compares MPI  mass spectra of  adenine (A) seeded in argon

beams with and without water vapour. The measurements were

carried out at  relatively low laser fluence (average 4  ×  105 W cm−2,

225 nm)  in an  effort to reduce cluster dissociation via higher

order (≥3) photon absorption. The measurement in dry conditions

showed a very weak peak for A2
+ (0.2% of the A+ signal) and the

136/135 Th ratio was  8.0 ±  0.4%, close to the expected isotopomer

ratio of 7.4% [23].  This indicates that the adenine molecules were

predominantly isolated. The mass spectrum of adenine with water

vapour demonstrates A+(H2O)n production up to n  =  3. It is inter-

esting to note that the intensity of A2
+ signal is approximately

doubled in the hydrated measurement ((9 ± 2) × 10−3 counts/pulse

compared with (4 ± 1)  ×  10−3 counts/pulse in dry conditions), sug-

gesting that the presence of water in the expansion aids the

formation of complexes with two or  more adenine molecules.

The hydrated measurement in Fig. 2 shows a  136/135 Th ratio of

23 ± 2%, clearly larger than the adenine isotopomer ratio. The extra

136  Th ions can be assigned to AH+ formation via intermolecular

proton  transfer and subsequent cluster dissociation. Hünig et al.’s

[11] time-dependent pump-probe experiments on pure adenine

complexes demonstrated that AH+ fragment ions were produced

by proton transfer in adenine dimer ions. Indeed, proton transfer

from  A+ to A  in a  dimer cation is  exothermic: the proton affinity

of neutral adenine is 9.78 eV [31] while the acidity of the adenine

radical  cation is  9.58 eV [32]. Park et al.’s [33] DFT studies showed

that proton transfer in hydrated adenine dimer ions can occur with

negligible barriers. Kim et al. [22] discussed the possibility that pro-

ton transfer from water to adenine in the n�* excited state could

explain  the strong AH+ production (as well as weak A+(H2O)n pro-

duction) in their 266 nm MPI  experiments. They concluded that

this  reaction was  highly unlikely due to its large endothermic-

ity  in hydrated adenine. Hydrogen transfer from H2O  (homolytic

bond cleavage energy 123 kcal/mol) to the adenine radical cation

(H  affinity 109 kcal/mol) can also be ruled out [32].  Moreover, water

is transparent at  220 nm [34] so AH+ production in the present MPI

experiments must begin with adenine excitation. The 136 Th peak

may  also contain a contribution of hypoxanthine+ due to deam-

ination reactions in closed-shell adenine–water complexes and

subsequent cluster dissociation.

Notwithstanding the low laser fluence, Fig. 2 demonstrates

significant fragment ion production in both dry and hydrated con-

ditions. Table 1  lists the fragment ions that were clearly observed

above the background level. Previous MPI-TOF measurements at

222 nm [25] have shown 28 Th products from laser-desorbed ade-

nine in a  supersonic jet. To the best of  our knowledge, the only

other MPI  fragment ion of adenine MPI  mentioned in the litera-

ture is  H+ (recorded at  266 nm with a much higher fluence than

the present measurements [27]). Lin et al. [28] reported significant

photo-dissociation of adenine in their 248 nm MPI  experiments

using  ns-timescale laser pulses but did  not specify the fragment

ions. However, dissociative ionisation of adenine has been stud-

ied  extensively in ion impact [35 and references therein], electron

impact [36], and single photon absorption [37] experiments. Tak-

ing into account differences in energy deposition and signal/noise

ratios, the previous measurements were broadly consistent in

terms of the fragment ions  produced. Accordingly, Table 1  shows

that the present dry adenine MPI  mass spectrum includes all the

strong  fragment ions (>20% of the A+ signal) observed in Jochims

et al.’s [37] 20 eV photoionisation measurement. Only one weak

peak is observed in the present dry adenine MPI  result that has

not been reported previously: 68 Th (C2H2N3
+ or  C3H4N2

+),  possi-

bly  indicating an unidentified excited state isomeric transition. On

the  basis of appearance energies and thermochemical data, Jochims

et  al. [37] proposed that the dominant fragmentation pathways of

the  excited adenine radical cation involve HCN loss followed by

C4H4N4
+ (108 Th with the lowest appearance energy) dissociation

(notably via further HCN loss), CH3N2 loss followed by C2H4N3
+ (70

Th) dissociation, and direct C4H3N4 loss producing H2CN+ (28 Th).
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Table 1
Ions observed following MPI  of adenine in dry and hydrated conditions (Fig. 2 data, not including cluster ions), photoionisation (20 eV) of adenine [37],  photo-dissociation

of protonated adenine (266 nm,  average fluence ∼107 W cm−2) [38],  and EII (electron energy not available) of hypoxanthine [31].

m/q (Th) % of the parent ion peak (except in the case of AH+) with the previously proposed assignments, where available

Adenine MPIa Hydrated adenine MPIa Adenine photoionisation [37] AH+ photo-dissociation [38]b Hypoxanthine EII [31]b

136 8.0 ± 0.4 23 ± 2 Not shown Not shown 100

135 100 100 100 (C5H5N5
+)  Not shown 10

134 0.3 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.3 10 (C5H4N5
+) Not shown

120 0.08 ± 0.04 1.2 ± 0.4 1 (C5H4N4
+)

119 0.3 ± 0.1 3.3 ± 0.6 3 (C5H3N4
+)  100 (C5H3N4

+)
109 31 (C4H5N4

+) 10

108 0.2 ± 0.1 10 ± 1 57 (C4H4N4
+) 10

107 0.3 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.3 10 (C4H3N4
+)

94 13 (C4H4N3
+)

92  9 (C4H2N3
+)

82  5 (C3H4N3
+)

81 1.2 ± 0.2 2.3 ± ±0.5 50 (C3H3N3
+) 10

80 10 (C3H2N3
+) 3

70 0.7 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.3 17 (C2H4N3
+) 1

68 0.2 ± 0.1 1

67 10 (C3H3N2
+) 5 (C3H3N2

+) 1

66 0.8 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.3 41 (C3H2N2
+) 3

65 1

55 5 (C2H3N2
+)

54 0.9 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.4 55 (C2H2N2
+) 30

53 0.4 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.4 28 (C2HN2
+) 8

43 0.3 ± 0.1 2.0 ± 0.5 34 (CH3N2
+) 2

42 16 (CH3N2
+)

41 7 (CHN2
+)

40 1 (CN2
+)

39 1 (C2HN+) 3

38 3

29 0.6 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.4 60 (CH3N+) 7

28 0.7 ± 0.1 1.3 ± 0.4 110 (CH2N+) 5 (CH2N+) 32

27 10 (CHN+)  4

18 0.6 ± 0.3 Not shown 25 (NH4
+)

Fragment ion peaks that have higher MPI  count rates in the hydrated measurement than  in the dry measurement are highlighted in  bold.
a The MPI  columns only include peaks with count rates that are clearly greater than background measurements. The error boundaries are based on assumed Poisson

statistics.
b The approximate percentages in the AH+ photo-dissociation and hypoxanthine EII columns were read from figures. Trace features in the mass spectra are not  included.

The only previous studies of adenine dissociative ionisation in

clusters were carried out on pure adenine complexes using MPI

(266 nm ns-timescale laser pulses) [38] and 50 keV O5
+ impact [39].

Schlathölter et al.’s ion impact experiments demonstrated strong

production of 118 Th ions (indicating NH3 loss, not observed in ade-

nine monomers) as well as enhanced 119 Th (NH2 loss) and 92 Th

(C4H2N3
+) signals due to clustering. The 119 and 109 Th fragment

ions were most intense in Cheong et al.’s [38] MPI  experiments

on  adenine clusters (minor peaks were mentioned but not listed);

both strong photodissociation products of protonated adenine. The

present work provides the first data on how clustering with water

affects fragment ion production from adenine. Fig. 2  and Table 1

show that hydration significantly increased the count rate of 108

Th  (C4H4N4
+) ions as well as slightly enhancing 120 Th (C5H4N4

+)

and 119 Th (C5H3N4
+) ion production. Conversely, it reduced the

count rates of all the other fragment ions in the dry adenine MPI

mass spectrum. These observations can  be rationalised in terms of

energy removal from the excited adenine cation via cluster dissoci-

ation tending to enhance the production of large fragment ions with

low appearance energies at the expense smaller ions with relatively

high appearance energies, predominantly associated with sequen-

tial  fragmentation pathways. Hydration also opened a  fragment ion

channel at 18 Th (NH4
+,  discussed below).

Cheong et al. [38] analysed AH+ fragmentation following photo-

excitation at 266 and 263 nm (4.66 and 4.71 eV). In  agreement

with earlier collision induced dissociation (CID) experiments [40],

the  dominant fragment ions occurred at 119, 109 and 18 Th (see

Table 1 for more detail). The hydrated adenine measurement in

Fig. 2 (with enhanced 136 Th production), showed a  clear increase

in  the 119 and 18 Th signals. The 119 Th fragment was  also

produced from dry adenine so its enhancement may be (wholly or

partially) due to energy removal from the excited radical cation via

water molecule loss limiting sequential fragmentation processes.

Indeed, the absence of a  clear peak at  109 Th in the hydrated

adenine measurement suggests that AH+ fragmentation did not

contribute strongly to the present data. However the 18 Th signal in

the hydrated adenine measurement provides compelling evidence

for fragment ion production from AH+. Our MPI  experiments on

argon–water beams did not produce any 18 Th ions, as expected

considering water’s transparency in the present wavelength range

(220–225 nm) [34]. MPI  (225 nm,  average fluence 7  × 105 W  cm−2)

measurements on adenine (248 ◦C) in an  expansion with argon

(0.9 bar) and  D2O (100 ◦C) provided further evidence supporting

the assignment of the present 18 Th peak to NH4
+ production fol-

lowing AH+ dissociation. Extensive hydrogen–deuterium exchange

was evidenced by a series of peaks at  135–141 Th (maximum at  138

Th) replacing the 135 and 136 Th peaks observed in adenine–H2O

experiments. The mass spectrum also included a series of weak

peaks between 18 and 22 Th, with a  maximum at 21 Th indicating

NHD3
+ production.

Previous electron impact measurements [31] showed the

strongest fragment ions derived from hypoxanthine to be at  54 and

28 Th (both also fragment ions from adenine, as shown in Table 1).

Ion production at these m/q values was suppressed by hydration

in the present data. Therefore, the present data does not provide

clear evidence for fragment ions traced to hypoxanthine formation

in hydrated adenine complexes. This may  be attributed to the fact

that hypoxanthine is multi-photon ionised with much lower effi-

ciency than adenine in the present laser fluence regime (Fig. 1),

hence any fragment ion production will also be relatively weak. It
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is interesting to note that the total ion count rate in the hydrated

measurement is only 21% of  that in the dry measurement. There

are a number of possible concurrent mechanisms that can reduce

the total MPI  signal. In MPI  experiments using ns-timescale laser

pulses at 266 nm,  Nam et al. [21] observed that hydration increased

the number of photons required for A+ MPI  production by one

(hence reducing MPI  efficiency at  a  given fluence) and  attributed

this to energy loss via cluster dissociation in the neutral electronic

excited state. Hydration can also cause shifts in the excited states of

nucleobases (notably stabilisation of n�* states [41,42]) and  hence

modify their relaxation dynamics with resultant changes in MPI

efficiency.

3.3. Comparing MPI  and EII of hydrated adenine complexes

Fig. 3 compares MPI  and EII mass spectra of adenine–water

clusters. As A2H+(H2O)n peaks in the EII mass spectrum could

not be separated from (H2O)nH+ (n ≥ 15), the present discus-

sion focuses on the production of  A+(H2O)n and 136+(H2O)n

(AH+(H2O)n or hydrated hypoxanthine complexes). EII experi-

ments on adenine–water clusters have been carried out by Kim

et  al. [22,43]. However, whereas hydrated protonated thymine and

uracil clusters were demonstrated, the presented mass spectra did

not distinguish between A+(H2O)n and 136+(H2O)n.  The EII plot in

Fig. 3 shows a series of 136+(H2O)n peaks preceded by weaker fea-

tures attributed to A+(H2O)n. As discussed above, AH+ production in

pure adenine clusters is attributed to the proton transfer in adenine

dimer ions followed by dissociation [11].  However, this mechanism

is  very unlikely to produce AH+(H2O)n because complete loss of

water molecules is expected to precede the cleavage of A2
+ due to

its high binding energy (e.g. 1.34 eV in A2
+(H2O)) compared with

adenine–water (e.g. 0.49 eV in A2
+(H2O)) [44].  Alternatively, the

removal of an electron from water in a hydrated cluster can lead to

partial dissociation with a remaining excess proton (as observed for

the pure protonated water clusters) that can migrate to adenine due

to  its markedly higher proton affinity [45]. While hypoxanthine for-

mation may  also contribute to the 136+(H2O)n peaks (the calculated

closed-shell deamination reaction barrier is only −2.4 kcal/mol [12]

so little water molecule loss is expected), the fact that hydrated pro-

tonated thymine and adenine have been observed in Kim et  al.’s

[43] EII measurements indicates that water ionisation followed by

dissociation and proton migration to adenine is highly likely to take

place  in the present EII experiments.

Previous mass spectra of adenine–water clusters have been

measured using diverse MPI  schemes with both ns-timescale and

fs-timescale laser pulses [20,21].  The novelty of the MPI  mass spec-

trum in Fig. 3 is that it is presented in sufficient detail to reveal

136+(H2O)n peaks. The production of these ions cannot be initiated

by  water ionisation at  this wavelength [34] and AH+(H2O)n for-

mation via proton transfer in hydrated adenine dimer ions is very

unlikely (see argument above). This leaves hypoxanthine+(H2O)n

as the most probable assignment for the present 136+(H2O)n MPI

signals. Hence the high ratio of 136+(H2O)n/A+(H2O)n counts in the

EII  measurement compared with the MPI data is consistent with the

low MPI  efficiency of hypoxanthine (Fig. 1) as well as the opening

of the water ionisation induced proton transfer pathway in EII. Kim

et  al. [43] reported evidence for analogous hydrolytic deamination

reactions in cytosine–water clusters.

The assignment of hypoxanthine+(H2O)n peaks in the present

MPI  mass spectrum has possible implications relevant to the struc-

ture of the adenine–water complexes in the neutral beam. The

present data and previous mass spectra of adenine–water com-

plexes [22] show evidence for A+(H2O)n production extending to

at least n = 7 and Kim et al.’s [24] calculations support a closed

shell structure at n =  4.  Therefore, deamination reactions in closed-

shell  adenine–water complexes could reasonably be expected lead

to  negligible production of large A+(H2O)n complexes. A possible

explanation for A+(H2O)n production with n  >  4 is that a significant

proportion of the A(H2O)n complexes in the neutral beam do not

have closed-shell configurations; water–water bonds have formed

while at least one hydrogen-bonding site of adenine remains

vacant. This interpretation appears to be broadly consistent with

semi-empirical optimised structure calculations [46,47] showing

that water molecules preferentially group around a  single bond-

ing site in A(H2O)n (n  ≤  3). It is  interesting to note that Liu et al.

[48] reported significant hydration effects on the collision induced

dissociation of adenosine monophosphate anions (AMP−) with up

to  13 water molecules preferentially clustered on one side of the

anion.

The MPI  measurements revealed a  broad peak centred at 193.7

Th.  This feature is  most likely due to the dissociation of excited

cluster ions in the TOF drift tube. Kim at  al. [24] also observed evi-

dence for metastable dissociation of pure and hydrated adenine

cluster ions, while Alvarado et al. [49] have shown that adenine

cation fragmentation can proceed via CN loss followed by neutral

H  loss after a  microsecond-order delay. Modelling ion flight times

demonstrated that either A+ or  AH+ formation by A2
+ dissociation

in the drift tube could produce the observed feature. Further exper-

iments using the reflection voltage to determine the ion’s kinetic

energy are necessary to identify the fragmentation process unam-

biguously.

4.  Conclusions

The present MPI  and EII data enhance our understanding

of the unimolecular and intermolecular reactive processes in

adenine–water clusters. With the exception of the C5H4N4
+,

C5H3N4
+,  and  C4H4N4

+ fragment ion channels, clustering with

water stabilised adenine with respect to dissociative ionisation. All

sequential fragment ion pathways were suppressed. These hydra-

tion  effects can be attributed to energy dissipation from the excited

radical cation via cluster dissociation. Water ionisation followed

by  partial cluster dissociation and proton migration to adenine is

expected to dominate 136+(H2O)n production in the present EII

experiments. Weak 136+(H2O)n MPI  peaks have been observed for

the first time. MPI  experiments on isolated hypoxanthine were car-

ried out to verify whether the 136+(H2O)n peaks could be assigned

to hydrated hypoxanthine ions following deamination reactions

in  closed-shell adenine–water clusters. Accordingly, hypoxanthine

was successfully ionised using ns-timescale laser pulses for the

first  time. The low MPI  efficiency compared with adenine suggests

particularly fast internal conversion to the electronic ground state

following ��* excitation.
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